Jeffrey Baumgartner
Creativity Expert & Inventor of Anticonventional Thinking

Available for Speeches & Workshops

About Me

What Clients Say

have spoken at events for government officials,
businesses, students and the public in North America,
Europe, Asia, Africa and the Middle East. I have spoken
on creativity, innovation, entrepreneurship and e-business. I
have spoken in conference halls and meeting rooms; on
radio and on television.

Speeches
“An energetic & stimulating speech on the future of creative
idea generation!!” – TEDxULB (Université Libre de Bruxelles)

I

"The morning after your talk, I woke up with a head full of
ideas about how to solve a problem that had been bugging me
for ages." – EU official

My talks are energetic and thought provoking. I get audiences excited about new ideas and thinking about important "The one hour talk introduced a completely new way of
topics. I provoke laughs and thinking.
problem solving." – Indian Institute of Technology (IIT)
Mumbai
Want something different? I can incorporate interaction,
movement and even meditation in my talks. With associates, Workshops
I can include dance and classical music in my talks. But if you “This is one of the best workshops we have ever organised. It is
just want an inspiring talk, don't worry. I do that too, of highly intellectual, splendid with extraordinary resources and
course!
activism. We really appreciate your remarkable efforts, exemplary cooperation, humble attitude and excellent interaction
Want something more comprehensive than a talk? I can with our team.” – Almajdouie
design and deliver interactive workshops and masterclasses
tailored to your needs.
"I could not be more pleased with the final result. In spite of the
fact that the workshop participants were people who, I think,
Clients
would never try to participate in an event devoted to creativity I have worked with organisations as diverse as Toyota, company and university top managers - Jeffrey made them
Yamaha, Canon, PepsiCo, Genentech, TE, Afton Chemical, enjoy creative thinking and produce a result that, if impleChemtura, The Nation Publishing Group, Coldwell Banker, mented, will give origin to many improvements in the Algarve
Business Venture Promotion, Thai Danu Bank, Southeast region.”– APGICO (Portuguese Association for Creativity and
Water, Powercor, Dexia, The European Commission, the Innovation)
government of Dubai and many more, big and small.
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